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3 Hour Private Paris City tour with English audioguide, Париж (Paris, France)

Seller Info

Galina Ottens

info@paristraveltransfer.com

Tour operator in France and other European countries

Tour operator and transport company in France and other

European countries.

WE OFFER:

✨ Excursions and entertainment in France;

✨ Entrance tickets to various events in Paris;

✨ Transfers of any capacity;

✨ Accompanying and guide services;

✨ Reservation of tables in the best restaurants;

✨ Group and individual tours in France and Europe;

✨ Educational programs on various subjects for children and

adults;

✨ Organization of business meetings, concerts and other events.

Galina

Ottens

Mar 13, 1985

+7 (911) 291-1069

+7 (911) 291-1069

+7 (911) 291-1069

https://paristraveltransfer.com/

France

Île-de-France

Paris

42 bd Vincent Auriol BL

75013

 ZELLE
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DESCRIPTION:

You will see the beautiful Eiffel Tower, the Pantheon - the tomb of the great men of France, the elegant Arc de Triomphe, from which originated the Champs Elysees street with its luxurious
boutiques, hotels and restaurants, and in the Christmas period - the brilliant illumination and decorations The Louvre Palace is the most popular art museum in the world with its extravagant
glass pyramid on the main square. You will visit four main squares of the capital Vendome the most ancient square of Paris - Vosges Bastille and Concord squares. And, of course, it is
impossible to ignore the harbor of Parisian bohemia from ancient times - the Montmartre quarter with its snow-white cathedral Sacre Coeur, from the observation platform of which you can see
the whole of Paris, in full view. And at its foot, rotating the blades of a red neon mill, invites passers-by and nightlife lovers to the legendary Moulin Rouge cabaret.

Itinerary: Париж (Paris, France)

Posted: Mar 04, 2020

Location

Country: France

Region: Île-de-France

CITY: Paris

Departure city: Париж (Paris, France)

Excursion type: Sightseeing tour

BOOKING:

PRIVATE GROUP PRICE

Private 1-3 per.: $ 180

Private 4-6 pers.: $ 212

Private 7-10 pers.: $ 318

calendar
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